Videosquare: Enterprise Grade
Video Content Management
Video is the most natural method of electronic communication. Recent changes in technology allow
corporations to use video as a communication tool more extensively. Videosquare is a robust “YouTube
for the enterprise” solution that supports capturing, managing and delivering business videos.
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The Videosquare Solution
Videosquare has all the basic features you can find at the mainstream consumer video platforms. Easy
sharing, HD quality, categories, channels and mobile access are all part of our standard functionality, but
our corporate focused approach makes the real difference:

Full lifecycle content management: Manage

Tailor-made platform design: Design and build

your own content in your organizational media

your own world of videos. Videosquare provides

repository. Add complex metadata, authors, attach

you a customizable video portal.

documents and much more to make recording
context rich and easy to find.
Broadcast your messages live: Want to enjoy the
charm of live presentations? Set up a webcast to
Dual stream: Record and publish your video

deliver live events to your viewers.

and presentation content side-by-side and allow
viewers to vary the layout. Let your viewer decide
whether to focus on the speaker, the content or
both, similar to a real life experience.

Easy recording: Record you videos with a
videoconference endpoint, or upload any
prerecorded material. You can even prepare your
dual stream content.

Enterprise grade security: Manage your users and
use finest grain authorization to provide access
to content. State of the art encryption guarantees
that all your video recordings are safe from

Be social with videos: Engage your audience

undesired viewers.

before and after viewing. Exploit the power of
social media, share and embed your corporate
content to broaden your audience both in space
and time.

Multi-platform thin client: No need for proprietary
desktop client, experience your corporate videos
in your standard browser, on your smartphone or
tablet.
Video has been dramatically changing our business communication. Videosquare
provides powerful tools to manage your enterprise content and to allow your
organization to integrate video into your core communication.
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